Why use MagneMax-LIFEline Therapeutic Magnets
For the past 35-years, my background has been primarily in the field of Research
Neuropsychology – www.DoctorIFeelGreat.com
Eight years ago (September of 2008), my Doctor discovered a relatively small Polyp growing
inside my Bladder and opted to have it surgically remove. Three years later, I was diagnosed with
Stage-4 Bladder Cancer.
My Doctor had insisted that I Immediately proceed into Surgery in order to remove my Bladder
(aka Colostomy) which ‘may’ save my life. This sense of immediacy had me looking towards
another direction.
After extensive and intensive Research, I had discovered that there is a considerable amount of
Credible Information regarding many other Successful ‘Alternative’ Treatments for various types
of Stage-4 Cancer and proceeded to Try ‘all’ (eight) of them.
What I had also discovered, was a considerable amount of Cancer Research whereby increasing
the amount of Oxygenation in the Bloodstream, has proven to decrease and even prevent several
types of Cancers.
I immediately purchased a large 100# Cylinder of Pure Oxygen and began following a specified
Oxygenation Protocol. Within weeks, I noticed a considerable increase in my energy and a
significant reduction of Blood in my Urine.
What I had realized was, whereby increasing the levels of Oxygen in my Blood Cells, may have
also provided me with the Hope of Solving this Life Threatening Disease.
Sitting at my desk researching other viable alternatives and for countless hours while breathing
moderated doses of pure oxygen, quickly became Impractical. I then discovered other effective
forms of treatment using Oxygen including many who too have experienced success in reversing
their Cancers.
I then realized why there have been a well-defined reluctance to review these Studies and
especially from the Medical Industry to consider the possibility of something other than the ‘Cut
and Remove’ Strategy most Surgeons have.
Being connected to an Oxygen Tank became impractical which directed me to further Research
‘Oxygen Therapy’ to provide me with a more practical way to mobilize this form of treatment.
This is how I had discovered how the use of Magnetic Therapy whereby transferring the Magnetic
Energy into the body’s ‘Iron-Rich’ Hemoglobin (Red Blood Cells), consequently increasing the Flow

of Blood which has directly helped to both Reduce, Eliminate and possibly Prevent Cancer as well
as other Stress Related Symptoms.
The considerable amount of Health Benefits derived from Magnetic Therapy are numerous and
the discovery in how Magnetic Energy Exposure significantly Increases Oxygenation and
therefore, increasing Blood Flow. This form of Treatment (Electromagnetic Mattress) has proven
to considerably Increase my Energy and prevent my type of Cancer from reoccurring however, I
also discovered how exposure to High Levels of Magnetic Energy Therapy, increases the Risk of
Cancer.
After discovering the Obvious Hazards associated with Electromagnetic (AC) Energy produced by
Radiation Exposure to Cell Phones, Computers, Cell Phone Towers, Smart Meters, etc.), I knew
that I needed to broaden by research. This is where I discovered Direct (DC) Non-Electrical
Magnetic Energy. That was 5-years ago.
Having unmistakably proven how ‘Magnetic’ Energy continues to provided hundreds of ‘friends’
over the past 4-years from utilizing this Truly Remarkable and Affective Therapy we have Proudly
named, MagneMax ’Extra-Strength’ and LIFEline ‘Professional-Strength’ Magnets.
Our ‘friends’ (Valued Customers) have experienced so many other remarkable results and
especially those who had suffered from Stress, Chronic Pain, High Blood Pressure, Poor
Circulation, Varicose Veins, Inflammation, Insomnia, Anxiety, Depression, Backaches, Dizziness,
Injuries, Low Energy and even Enhancing Cognitive Thinking, Improving Memory and
Concentration.
I knew that my Discovery needed to be available for everyone and especially those suffering from
Pain and Stress Related Symptoms. This is why I am sharing my Experience with you and how
much developing MagneMax-LIFEline has meant to me with Hope that it may Help you too.
I have always believed that we can “Fulfill our Lives by Fulfilling Others.”, Number-3 of The 10Lost Laws of Paradox and Hope you will Share my experience with others.
Sincerely,
Stephen Verdon, Ph.D.
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